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First Observation of Magnetically Trapped Neutral Atoms
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We report the first observation of electromagnetically trapped neutral atoms. Laser cooled and
stopped sodium atoms are confined in a magnetic quadrupole trap formed by two opposed, separat-
ed, coaxial current loops. The decay time constant for atoms in the trap is 0.83(7) s and is limited
mainly by collisions with background gas atoms.

PACS numbers: 32.80.pj

Magnetic trapping of neutral atoms was proposed at
least as early as 1960.'2 Despite considerable develop-
ment in the theory of magnetic trapping, 3 6 the suc-
cessful trapping of cold neutrons, s and serious at-
tempts to trap atoms, 6 no such trapping has been re-
ported until now. Furthermore, no other proposals7
for electromagnetic trapping of neutral atoms have
been realized.

Because electromagnetic forces applied to neutral
atoms are generally quite small, practical atom traps
are very shallow. The difficulty of obtaining atoms
with low enough kinetic energy to be contained in such
shallow traps has been a principal impediment to trap-
ping. We use our previously reported laser-cooling
technique to stop a beam of Na atoms in the center of
a magnetic trap which then confines them for long
times. The observed time constant for the decay of
the trapped atom population is 0.83(7) s, limited pri-
marily by collisions with background gas.

Interest in magnetic trapping of atoms comes from
intrinsic interest in the dynamics and stability of the
trap itself as well as from the possible uses of trapped
atoms, including the measurement of long, meta-
stable-state lifetimes, refrigeration of atoms to ener-
gies as low as a few microkelvins, 9 and observation of
quantum collective effects at low temperature and high
density. '0 t' Highly refrigerated atoms could be
released from a trap for use in ultrahigh-resolution
spectroscopy, free of motional Doppler or transit-time
effects, and in some instances spectroscopy might be
performed on atoms held in the trap.

Magnetic trapping is possible because an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field exerts forces on atoms with a
magnetic dipole moment. Atoms in quantum states
whose energy increases with increasing field are trappa-
ble, '2 and if the Zeeman energy increases linearly (as
for Na in the 3St12, mp= 2 state which we use), the
potential energy is equal to the effective magnetic mo-
ment p, times the magnitude of the magnetic field B.
For Na, where tu, is approximately p, B, a 2-T field
change can form a trap 1.3 K deep which is only capa-
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FIG. l. Equipotentials (equal field magnitudes in millites-

las) of our quadrupole trap in a plane containing the axis of
symmetry (z axis).

ble of containing atoms with velocities less than 30
mt's. This small trapping energy accounts for the diffi-
culties in realizing a magnetic trap. Paul3 4 has
described a particularly simple class of magnetic traps
formed by coaxial current loops. Although the three-
loop "spherical hexapole" trap has received the most
attention4 6 because its potential is harmonic, we have
chosen to use the two-loop "spheroidal quadrupole"
because of construction simplicity and easy optical ac-
cess to the center.

Figure 1 shows our trap and its equipotentials and
Fig. 2 shows the placement of the trap in the apparatus
which is used to load it. The trap consists of two coax-
ial coils each having a mean radius of 2.7 cm and car-
rying 1900 At. With the currents in the coils in oppo-
site directions the field is zero at the trap center and
increases linearly in all directions away from the
center. The force is constant along any line through
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the trap is 40 cm from the end of the solenoid. TheFIG. 2. Schematic of the apparatus. Th e solenoid is 1.1 m long an the trap is cm ro
robe laser beams to be turned on and of p yf ra idl and in-o in wheel allows the cooling and pro e asercombination of shutters and chopping w

dependently.

the center. This force is twice as large along the axis
of symmetry o ef th trap as along the radial direction

d' 1 t the axis. Approximately equal energy
depth in the axial and radial directions is achieve y
separation of the coils by 1.25 radii or —3.4 cm. The
maximum usable field (for which the equipotential
surface intersec s nf '

t ts no part of the trap structure is
b 0 025 T for a potential-energy depth o m

equivalent to a Na velocity of 3.5 m/s. The volum
3

With such a shallow potential, successful magnetic
trapping depends on loading off the trap with near-
zero-ve oci y a o1 it atoms. Our technique for stopping a
beam of Na atoms is described in detail elsewhere an
is iscusse ed' d here only briefly (see Fig. 2: Atoms in a
thermal atomic beam with mean velocity o a ou
m s are decelerated and cooled as they scatter photons
from a near-resonant, circularly polarized, counter-
propagating laser. As the atoms in e
down, their changing Doppler shift would take them

t' ll varying Zeeman shift provided by a taperedtia y vary&

1 'd. In this way, nearly all atoms initially slowersoenoi . n
to ed nearh 1000 m/s are decelerated and fmally s oppe

the exit end of the solenoid. Furthermore, all of theese
atoms are optically pumped into a state which is suit-
a ybly oriented for magnetic trapping.

I d t liow the slow atoms near the endnd of then or er o a
so enoi o1 'd to reach the trapping region, free o any as-
atom background, we abruptly shut off both e

r li ht and the atomic beam. Atoms with 10-
m/s velocities reach the center of the trap an o s
vation region after 4 ms. At this point a 400-p, s pulse
of light from the cooling laser stops them.

Only the upstream (nearest the Na source) trap coil
is on during the pulse. This coil produces a spatially
varying magnetic ie w

'f' ld hich both shifts the atoms into
resonance wit e ix

'
h the fixed-frequency cooling laser and

Do ler shift ofartially compensates for the changing Doppler s i opar ia y
the decelerating atoms in the same mannerarmer as the field
in the main solenoid. (This last detail differs from the

t d cedure where a uniform fieldpreviously reporte proce u
d in the observation region. The nonuni ormwas use in e o

s er unitfield roduces a higher density of atoms pie pro
velocity interval at zero velocity and a wi ewi er final ve-
locity distribution. )

s at rest, theAfter the 400-p, s pulse, with the atoms at rest, t e
trap is comp ete y1 d b our turning on the opposing
downstream coi, an is'1 d 's maintained for a selectable
trapping time. n orI der to detect the trapped atoms,
the trap field is turned off (about 5 ms are required for
the field to fall to zero), the weak (2 mW/cm2) probe
laser is turne on ord for 100 p, s and the fluorescence in-

1cm3iso-duced by the probe in a volume of about 1 cm is o-
served. Then the entire cycle (slowing, stopping, trap-
ping, and pro ing isb' )

'
repeated as the probe laser fre-

~ ~

lowl scanned. In this way we determine
the number and velocity distribution o e a
which remain in the trap after a given trapping time.
Observation in zero field eliminate ys an Zeeman shifts
or broadening.

The fundamental limit to the storage time for atoms
in the trap comes from nonadiabatic or Majorana tran-

h' h orient the atomic magnetic moment.
While the initial orientation of the atoms produce y

Z man-tuned laser-cooling method is correct for
ie thetrapping, that orientation must be preserved while

bout in the trap even though the trap
f' lds ma change directions in a very comp ica e
wa . The magnetic moments precess abou eway. e
the Larmor frequency cuL, =p, B t, and p,

'
p/h and is approxi-

mate y pB.1 As long as the atoms move slowly enough,
they can follow the magnetic field adiabatically. This

n ))~ where co& is the instantaneous
tra . Viola-ular frequency of orbital motion in the trap. io a-

tion of this adiabatic condition results in a a g p
bility of a transition to a state of different orientation
that may not be confined by the trap.

violated byThe adiabatic condition is most severely viol y

center where the field is smallest and changes direction
most rapi y. i'dl . W th the smallest field gradient being
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1.25 T/m in the radial direction, the most stringent re-
quirement for adiabaticity is that the distance of closest
approach to the center, r„satisfy r, )) 6 p, m. By con-
trast, circular orbits in the z = 0 plane, which are the
least likely to violate the adiabatic condition, need only
satisfy r, » 0.3 p, m.

Since the force confining the atoms in the trap is
neither harmonic nor central, it is impossible to
characterize a general orbit. Circular orbits of radius r
in the z=0 plane have a period of T=27r(r/a)' z,

where a is the centripetal acceleration supplied by the
field gradient. For our trap a =300 m/s2 for z=0,
and the fastest atoms in circular orbits have v = 2.5
m/s at r = 2 cm with periods T= 51 ms. Atoms which
oscillate linearly through the trap center have periods
of T = 4v, „/a, and the fastest atoms (u,„=3.5 m/s)
have oscillation periods of 47 ms when oscillating per-
pendicular to z and 23 ms when oscillating along z
where the acceleration is twice as big. In all of these
cases, slower atoms have shorter periods, with the
period being proportional to the maximum orbital
velocity. We have done detailed numerical calcula-
tions of the orbital motion for more general cases, and
have found that many orbits are irregular and aperiod-
ic, although there are several special classes of nearly
closed orbits. Since the nonadiabatic region of the trap
is so small (less than 10 to of the trap volume) nearly
all of the orbiting atoms will behave adiabatically, and
we expect that most atoms will stay trapped for many
orbits.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum of atoms remaining in
the trap after various trapping times. The observed
full width at half maximum of —20 MHz is consistent
with a 10-MHz natural width power broadened to 11.5
MHz and convolved with the expected 12-MHz width
corresponding to the +3.5-m/s range of trappable
atoms. (Note that 1 m/s gives a Doppler shift of 1.7
MHz. ) There is also about 4 MHz of laser frequency
jitter, as well as a 2-MHz broadening and 8-MHz shift
expected from the acceleration of atoms by the probe.
Determination of the absolute velocity scale from fre-
quency markers is uncertain by about 2 m/s for any
one spectrum. Thus, the data are consistent with a
sample of atoms distributed +3.5 m/s about zero
velocity.

Figure 4 shows the observed atomic density as a
function of trapping time before observation. The
density follows an exponential decay curve with a time
constant of 0.83(7) s. The absolute density scale is es-
timated from a comparison of the trapped-atom signals
with those from the thermal atomic beam, whose den-
sity is determined from oven temperature and aperture
size. This estimate is believed to be accurate within a
factor of 3 and is consistent with that obtained from
the observed signal strength, when we take into ac-
count all the collection and detection efficiencies.

We believe the decay time to be limited mainly by
scattering of atoms out of the trap by collisions with
background gas atoms. For a pressure of 1&&10

Torr, measured close to the vacuum pump, an as-
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FIG. 3. Fluorescence from trapped atoms vs detuning of
probe laser frequency from the 35~~~2, J'=2 3J'q~2, J' =3
transition for atoms at rest in zero field, for various trapping
times. Observation occurs 5 ms after the trap is turned off.
Widths reflect velocity distribution as well as natural width,
probe acceleration, and other effects (see text). The velocity
scaling is obtained from Av = A. Av.

FIG. 4. Atomic density vs trapping time. A fit to all the
filled points yields a decay time of 0.83(7) s. The filled
points were taken at a measured background pressure of—1x10—8 Torr; the open point was taken at —2x10—8

Torr. Its decreased density reflects the fact that the pressure
limits the lifetime,
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sumed collision cross section of 10 '" cm2, and a col-
lision velocity of 5x 10 cm/s, we obtain a mean time
between collisions of 5 s. This estimate is higher than
the observed 0.83 s mainly because the pressure in the
trap is undoubtedly higher than at our gauge since the
trap outgasses when heated by the current in its coils.
We have repeatedly observed that the signal decreases
as the pressure increases, which provides further evi-
dence of the importance of the pressure in limiting
trap lifetime. As a single example of this, the low,
open point at 0.9 s in Fig. 4 was taken when the ob-
served pressure was allowed to rise to 2&10 s Torr.
The point at 0.12 s is somewhat higher than the decay
curve and may reflect the fact that some atoms in un-
stable orbits can circulate a few times in the trap be-
fore they escape.

We have performed several tests to determine
whether the signals observed long after the atomic
beam is shut off can be from anything other than
trapped atoms. If we eliminate either the stopping
laser pulse or the field of the downstream coil, the sig-
nals of Fig. 3 disappear. Also, we see very slow atoms
which eventually drift into the observation region
from the solenoid, but the signal from these disappears
after about 75 ms. This disappearance is due to
transverse and longitudinal spreading of the slow
atoms as well as to the fact that they fall almost 3 cm
in 75 ms under the influence of gravity. It shows that
signals observed after 75 ms must be from trapped
atoms. Furthermore, if we delay observation of the
atoms after the trapping field is turned off, the signal
disappears within 15 ms, consistent with atoms having
velocities of a few meters/second drifting out of the
observation region.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the magnetic
trapping of atoms with energies less than 17 mK for
times longer than a second. This energy is comparable
to the lowest energies reported' for laser-cooled
trapped ions (5+5ts mK) and is achieved not by refrig-
eration but because the trap can contain no higher en-
ergies. The trapping time is limited mainly by col-

lisions with background gas, so that substantial im-
provements in trapping time should be possible before
the limi ts imposed by Majorana transitions are
reached. We expect future developments to include
further cooling of the trapped atoms and repeated or
continuous loading of the trap to achieve high densi-
ties.
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